ICAS Organization and Committees

THE INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE AERONAUTICAL SCIENCES

ICAS was founded by Theodore von Karman in 1957 as a non-governmental, not-for-profit scientific organization to encourage the free international exchange of information on aeronautical research and technology.

The mission of ICAS is to provide regularly scheduled events and publications that enable a better understanding of engineering science and practice and an improved level of cooperation among aeronautical engineering professionals from around the world. ICAS currently serves as the only international support organization to representative aeronautical engineering professional societies and their members in 30 countries.

ICAS functions under three primary bodies: Council (meets biennially), Executive Committee (meets at least twice each year) and Programme Committee (meets annually). ICAS holds an International Congress in the fields of Aeronautical Sciences on a biennial basis. The venue is chosen by the Council and changes from Congress to Congress. Furthermore ICAS organizes a thematic workshop in the year between the congresses in connection with the meeting of the Program Committee.

THE ICAS COUNCIL

Representatives of Member Societies

C. Bil, Australia
H. Deconinck, Belgium
L. Alves, Brazil
G. Languedoc, Canada
J. Yao, P.R. of China
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THE ICAS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Officers
President: J. Azevedo, Brazil
P.C. Chair: D. Mavris, U.S.A.
Treasurer: G. Holmberg, Sweden
Past President: S. Suzuki, Japan
Executive Secretary: A. Probst, Germany

Members
C. Atkin, United Kingdom
M. Peters, The Netherlands
M. Scott, Australia
S. Remy, France
X. Zhang, China
R. Gerhards, Germany
S. Bagassi, Italy
F. Collier, U.S.A.
S. Chernyshev, Russia
A. Gustafsson (ICAS 2022)

THE ICAS SECRETARIAT

The ICAS Secretariat is hosted by the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Luft-und Raumfahrt (DGLR) and located in Bonn, Germany. Axel Probst is the ICAS Executive Secretary and is assisted by Bodo Heinrichs as the ICAS Coordinator.

Address: ICAS Secretariat, c/o DGLR, D-53175 BONN, Germany
Phone: +49-(0)228-30805-0, Fax: +49-(0)228-30805-24, E-mail: icas@icas.org

THE ICAS PROGRAMME COMMITTEE

All members of ICAS Programme Committee are listed on the ICAS Web-Site. Below are listed those who took part in the preparation meeting for ICAS 2022.
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THE ICAS 2022 Local Organizing Committee

Chair: Dr. Roland Karlsson, FTF President

Vice Chair: Dr. Anders Blom, Innovair Programme Director

Secretary: Björn Jonsson, Defence Materiel Administration

Budget/Finances: Anders Gustafsson, FTF/Innovair

Partnership/Exhibition/Events: Olle Bååthe, Systecon AB

ICAS Liaison & Webmaster: Anders Gustafsson, FTF/Innovair

Other members:
Göran Bengtsson, Saab Aeronautics
Robert Lundberg, GKN Aerospace Sweden
Fredrik Olofsson, Aerospace Cluster Sweden
Christina Ahremark, Swedish Armed Forces
Mats-Olof Olsson, Swedish Armed Forces
Prof. Petter Krus, Linköping University, Linköping
Louise Fischer, KTH Aerospace student

Caroline Knies, Meetagain Konferens AB (Congress Secretariat)

THE LOCAL ORGANISING COMMITTEE CAN BE CONTACTED AT:
info@icas2022.com